Name#:
Block(ACC):
QAR
(Question-Answer-Relationship)
What category of question is it?
RT= Right There
TS = Think and Search
AM= Author and Me
OYO=On Your Own
Directions: First, look over the questions and read the article, “Does Nikolas Cruz Deserve to Die?”. Next,
before answering the questions consider what QAR category each question represents. Then, write the
QAR code next to each question/statement that represents that category of QAR (USE YOUR NOTES TO
HELP WITH RECONGNIZING QAR CATEGORIES). Finally, attempt answering the questions IN
COMPLETE SENTENCES now that you know which source to use and how to use it.
**HINT: Look at the phrasing of how questions begin and understand what’s being asked, but also
pay attention to the source needed to find the answer.
“Does Nikolas Cruz Deserve to Die?”
_______1. Why did states start using lethal injection as the method for execution in the 1980s?

_______2. When the author writes “botched executions,” what can you infer as to what botched means
based from clues in the text?

3. Now, provide the context clue (word-for-word) from the article that should help the reader
understand the meaning of botched and support the answer to number two.

_______4. Explain the difference in executions between the state with the most amount of executions and
Florida’s amount of executions in 2017.

_______5. In your opinion, what do you think is the reason for the difference stated in your answer to
number four? Use details from the text to help support your answer.

_______6. Think about what you have learned and the opinions you have read.
Do you agree or disagree that the death penalty should be used as punishment for crimes committed?
FULLY explain what your opinion is and why you have those thoughts…Mr. Hence loves and
rewards INDUSTRIOUS students who ELABORATE and write more than just a couple sentences.

_______7. Summarize the main arguments put forth by supporters in favor of the death penalty and by
those who oppose it. Separate your summaries into two different paragraphs--one paragraph
summarizing those in favor of it and one paragraph summarizing those who oppose it.

8. Explain how you used the QAR strategy to be able to understand how to and effectively answer number
7. In other words, how did knowing the specific QAR category help you understand what is required to
respond to number 7 properly?

